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The Arizona Coyotes and Tucson Roadrunners are pleased to present this youth sports initiative and is 
grateful for the opportunity to showcase the project. On the following slides we’ll highlight the project 
including information regarding individual components like rink manufacturing and sports programming, to 
the history and roots of the initiative itself. 

As mentioned in previous conversations, this opportunity includes a total solution combining not only the 
aesthetics, functionality and cost concerns of the program, but also equipment and the product itself. Also 
included is the full support from our project partners, strategy and business development leaders, KuKaZi, 
and EMPowerplay, whose team is on hand to ensure you get the help you need to implement the program 
and take advantage of the plethora of ancillary opportunities that exist for an initiative such as this.  

Additionally, you’ll also find examples of the costs involved. It’s important to highlight the costs so you can 
get a sense of what’s associated and how these programs come together in an extremely cost-effective 
manner for the TUSD and City itself - this not only mitigates financial risk, but adds to a seamless transition 
for growing your current sports and hockey programs. Ultimately, these partnerships, your involvement and 
our commitment to the growth of the game, is what allows these DEK programs to develop and thrive. 
  
It is our hope that the information contained here within reveals our true intent of furthering the collective 
commitment to youth sports and the spectacular game of Hockey by introducing the sport to new 
participants throughout the Tucson and Pima County region, and ensuring the growth of youth sports and 
Hockey for generations to come.

Introduction -
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Project History Highlights -
 Early 2013, KuKaZi is engaged by Premier Sports to develop a brand and launch strategy for a new 
company who has acquired technology patents for rink manufacturing and hockey products. 

 The project reintroduces the sport to the executive team who are instantly intrigued by found data 
suggesting Hockey has never captured its rightful piece of the American critical mass.  

 KuKaZi spends the next 12 months gathering data, conducting focus groups and studies and ultimately   
writes a thesis on the subject, specifically regarding the barriers to the sport and how to grow the game. 

  Fall 2014, Kelly K (CE0, KuKaZi) and Jeff Morander (EVP, Arizona Coyotes HC) are introduced and quickly 
realize the synergy between them, as well as their collective passion to develop youth sports/Hockey. 

 2015, KuKaZi starts to develop “EMPowerPlay”- an all-encompassing platform for Hockey and the 
development of young athletes and students. Associated project initiatives start to develop across the 
country. 

 Summer 2015, initiative is introduced to the NHL Players Association and The Industry Growth Fund and 
the project starts taking shape in Arizona. 

 Spring 2016, “powerPlay” branches off an inner-city DEK Hockey program, Jeff Morander introduces the 
program to fellow Coyotes leadership and a beautiful alliance is born. 

 2017 and beyond - the first rink is launched at Luke Air Force Base, the initiative continues to grow and 
recognizes the biggest growth will be throughout the “warm” States, including Tennessee, Arizona, Florida, 
Missouri, California and Nevada.
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Hurdles for the growth of Hockey still remain, but unlike the stigma that Hockey “is a winter sport”, the cost of 
entry and accessibility, are the two main barriers that must come crashing down over the next 5-10 years and 
DEK Hockey will play the essential role in making that a reality. 

DEK Hockey is amongst the fastest growing sports in North America, but unlike ice Hockey, where the costs of 
skates can run between $250.00 (moderate models) and $700.00 (premier models), in DEK, all you need is 
the same pair of running shoes you wore to school all day. Hockey sticks for ice can run up into the hundreds 
as well, but with DEK, the sticks are more likely to cost around $20-$40. Add in a pair of $10 shin guards and 
a $2 puck/ball and you’re on your way to enjoying one of the most exhilarating sports experiences anywhere. 
Helmets are almost always sponsored and normally come at no cost to the family.

Make no mistake, the costs involved in ice Hockey play an enormous role in the expansion of the sport and 
those prohibitive costs are the number 1 factor the sport has experienced little to no growth within our inner 
cities. You don’t have to be an economist to sum up the reasons why specific sectors of the Nation just simply 
cannot afford to introduce this great sport to their children. On the contrary, it’s not so much a cultural issue 
as it is just dollars and cents. After all, 100 years ago, the baseball mitt was not a common item found in The 
Dominican Republic, and now it’s one of the most prolific breeding grounds for Baseball, blessing the game 
with some of the greatest players to ever don a MLB uniform. 

With key ingredients including DEK Hockey, Inner-City programs and unique ancillary revenue, sponsorship and 
technology models, the overall initiative is positioning itself as the go-to resource for sports platforms. With a 
myriad of influential partners and an unprecedented alliance with hockey’s echelon, we can now collectively help 
fill a massive gap in the communities growing demands for hockey related recreational activities and truly build 
a real solution for the growth of the game.

Overview -
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The Coyotes, Roadrunners and EMPowerplay partners are intrinsically involved in developing Hockey and youth 
sports throughout the region and are committed to not only the growth of local hockey, but the development of 
the program itself and being part of the bigger picture of Tucson youth sports -  this not only helps encourage 
new local participation but exponentially increases the chances of overall success in the region. 

Much like the TUSD and the City of Tucson itself, the Coyotes, Roadrunners and initiative partners are beyond 
willing to take the necessary measures and make the needed sacrifices to ensure not only the success of the 
programs like this, but more importantly, the health and well being of our young athletes and community 
participants.  

After all, this isn’t simply about creating the next superstars of DEK or ice Hockey - on the contrary, it’s all 
about helping nurture the next wave of character-driven citizens and potential future leaders.

Conversation Highlights -
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As discussed, the Coyotes and Roadrunners are currently looking for DEK homes within the boundaries of 
Tucson and its direct neighborhoods. With its rich history in youth sports and diverse socioeconomic make-up, 
the city is a perfect candidate for a DEK initiative such as this.  

There are many locations that would make sense to launch the program but you would be hard pressed to find 
a more ideal spot than that of Doolen Middle School and the shared site for the Boys and Girls Club as there 
are sports programs already in place, and the addition of a 365 day a year DEK program and a multi-purpose 
rink would make perfect sense for a whole host of valuable reasons including: 

provide a full-cycle Hockey program for 365 days a year at the site (inclement weather days not     
  withstanding). 
create a simple and economical solution to introducing the game to a whole slew of new kids who   
may not have tried Hockey before because of the skating and the athletic abilities needed to play. 
create a introductory and transitional solution to growing the game and your current program. 
create a myriad of ancillary programs from co-branded merchandise, to rev-shares for league fees, 
partnership programs and more. 

Project Highlights -

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem
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Below is an example of what the DEK rink could look like at your facility:

The Opportunity - project highlights

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Fully equipped state of the art DEK rink package Example with canopy coverage

Please Note:  The above renderings are merely examples and meant only as reference. Enhancements such as the 
canopy above, are not included in this package. Should a canopy or other enhancement be of interest to you, project 

partner's KuKaZi & EMPowerplay can assist you with information pertaining to any project enhancement.
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Project Highlights cont’d -

  A state-of-the-art multi-purpose DEK rink with a suggested size of 165x75. Should there be 
a need for a smaller rink (or slightly larger) the option exists to create a custom solution. 

  Complete rink information from manufacturing details, products and materials used  
(rink and flooring/playing surface), to configuration designs to warranty info and more. 

  Information regarding maintenance requirements, including upkeep, cleaning, flooring and 
dasher board care.

  Construction, site preparation, installation and all information regarding the build.  

  Total assistance with integrated sponsorship programs. 

  Programming information and support.  

  Timeline information and everything pertaining to.

Just a sample of the components included in the opportunity -
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Examples of equipment used -

     blü line Perimeter Boards have thick-walled, state-of-the-art aluminum frames and are amongst the 
most durable in the industry. They are normally clad with white High Density Polyethylene boards and 
with colored High Density kick plate and cap rail, however due to the weather conditions of the region, we 
will be using the superior endurance qualities of fiberglass boards, kick plates and cap rail.

blü line Perimeter Rink Boards are custom designed and factory fabricated. The board frame’s sections, 

bolt together for quick and easy installation. blü line board frames are fabricated from aluminum 
channel frames with 3/8th inch thick walls.  Board sections are mechanically fastened together for 
optimal results.

!
!

cross-section of 
blü line Board Frames

Graphic for example only - Tucson 
aluminum framing might differ in 

thickness

Hockey Dasher Boards - Perimeter Rink Boards

This initiative uses only the highest quality and most technologically advanced products.  
blü line, highlighted here, is just one example of the state-of-the-art equipment being used.
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Materials and Fabrication Info

  Aluminum Channel: Aluminum finish.  

  Fiberglass Facing: High-impact, intrinsic-colored bright-white cladding and designed to withstand the 
specific weather elements of Tucson and Pima County conditions. 

  Hardware: Stainless steel. 

  Fasteners: Galvanized steel. 

  Spectator Shielding: Included in this package - Proprietary perimeter fencing. 

 Fabrication: All fittings and weldings for the board panels are factory executed, with the various parts 
or assemblies ready for completion at the project site. 

 Warranty: 10-25 year extended coverage for all rink components. Typical usage should have a rink 
lasting approximately 25 years or more. 

 Maintenance: Simple and economical power washing is all that’s needed to maintain the boards and 
playing surface. 

Hockey Dasher Boards - Perimeter Rink Boards
Examples of equipment used -
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Hockey Dasher Boards - Perimeter Rink Boards

Materials and Fabrication Info: Board Facing or Cladding, Gates and Spectator Shielding

  Rink-side board panels are faced with 1/4” thick, high impact, intrinsic-colored white, high-
impact fiberglass facing. 

  The cap rail is crafted of the same fiberglass and is fastened to the top horizontal framing 
portions. The edges of the cap rail have beveled edges, as needed.  

  1/4” thick x 8” high, high-impact fiberglass kick-plate, top routed to 0.25” radius.

  Seven access gates are 3ft. (914 mm) wide and are built into an 8ft. (2,439 mm) board panel, 
with a choice of left or right-hand swing. The gate latch is equipped with a counter balanced 
mechanism so that the gate closes and latches in a single movement.  

  All gate hinge assemblies are constructed of stainless steel.  

  1” thick HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) thresholds on access gates. 

Examples of equipment used -
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Materials and Fabrication: DEK Mat

Multi-sport Surface and its solid surface flooring design, offers superior performance for DEK hockey, Ball 
Hockey, Inline, Street Hockey, Indoor Soccer, Volleyball and many other indoor/outdoor sports.  

Its unique solid-surface composition provides smoother, friction-free performance, required by the high-tech 
plastic wheels on today's high performance inline skates, however, the technology benefits all sorts of 
performance shoes and gear for multi-sport usages.  

The quadrilateral design system makes the flooring smoother, so the action is quicker and "puck/ball chatter" 
is eliminated. Its many features, including the Sports Flexgrip system, designed to reduce athletes stress from 
rapid starts, stops and changes of direction, makes this surface an ideal and true multi-sport surface.

The Open-Grid surface is designed for year round outdoor use and provides perfect traction in any weather 
condition, even the extreme heat of the region’s summers. The FlexGrip technology is in play to eliminate 
leg fatigue and enhance peak performance.

Multi-sports Flooring
Examples of equipment used -
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Materials and Fabrication: DEK Mat

Multi-sport Surface features include: 
• Open grid or solid grid designs. 
• Highest quality, virtually wear-proof synthetic surface. 
• FlexGrip provides controlled "give" to reduce athlete injury and enhance play. 
• Installs in less than two days over most surfaces 
• UV resistant: use indoors or outdoors - year round. 
• Five-year limited warranty. 

Multi-sports Flooring
Examples of equipment used -
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The initial programs came about organically through the combined efforts of The City of Pittsburgh, The Pittsburgh 
Penguin Foundation, a corporate sponsor and various sports gear manufacturing partners - the below became the 
basis of how we developed the programs Nationwide. At its essence however, the model is completely malleable, 
the ingredients simple and interchangeable: 

1 part NHL (in this case the Arizona Coyotes/Roadrunners): utilize a team’s foundational, charitable or community 
efforts to drive participation, raise awareness as well as the potential to assist with fund raising efforts. 

1 part Municipal: a host City’s unused, or planned re-purposed areas to be earmarked as sites for the DEK rinks. 

1 (or more) part Corporate/Private Sponsorship: There is no end to the upside for any given entity’s involvement 
with a program of this kind. The costs of entry are extremely moderate, even economical and the benefits and roi, 
innumerable.  

1 part EMPowerplay/KuKaZi: to assist with the overall marketing initiative, sponsorship recruitment, ancillary 
business development and more. 

A sample DEK program model -

For the Growth of the Game
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The DEK Rink (only) Example Costs -

165 x 75 DEK rink…cost to manufacture and supply, next-gen DEK rink with fiberglass boards……$195,000.00US

This example is based on the costs for an 165x75 DEK rink with  
premium features and services as detailed in this deck

rink size is just one dimension in a series of rinks.  **

all costs above DO NOT include installation or site prep work.
***

corporate sponsors mentioned throughout the deck can help mitigate costs.
****

all rinks are modular by design and can be built to any dimension.

*****

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem
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Luke Air Force Base -
Project highlights:

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Before

After
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Project highlights:

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Northwest YMCA, EL Mirage, Arizona -
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Project highlights:

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Laguna Elementary, Scottsdale, Arizona  (project opened late fall 2017) -

In Partnership with 
The Boys and Girls Club of Scottsdale
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Project highlights: proposed sites, projects in development

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Eastlake Park, Phoenix, AZ.

Pierce Park, Phoenix, AZ.
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Marc Atkinson Recreation Center Kroc Center/Salvation Army

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Project highlights: proposed sites, projects in development
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Proposed rink at Championship Plaza 
New Jersey Devils

Town Of Oyster Bay, NY 
DEK Superstars

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Project highlights: proposed sites, projects in development
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DEK around the country

Boston Sports Complex

More rink examples:

Rutgers University

Brentwood Rink

Marmaduke Rink
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The Multi-purpose capabilities of DEK - integrated pickle ball courts example

DEK HOCKEY - EVERYONE PLAYS!
no ice, no skates, no problem

®

Project highlights:
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We sincerely thank you for reviewing this unique opportunity. Your time and consideration 
is greatly appreciated.

Should you require more information, please contact Mark Irvin or Kelly K using the info 
below:

Contact -

coming soon to a Tucson neighborhood near you!

The EMPowerplay 
 DEK Hockey Initiative

Kelly K

KuKaZi/EMPowerplay  

Phone: 
310.990.3456 
Email: 
k@kukazi.com

Mark Irvin

Mark Irvin Commercial Real Estate Services  

Phone: 
520-979-2262 
Email: 
mark@markirvin.com

For the Growth of the Game
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